We report on the implementation of a color-capable sub-pixel resolving optofluidic microscope based on the pixel super-resolution algorithm and sequential RGB illumination, for low-cost on-chip color imaging of biological samples with sub-cellular resolution.
Samples were typically imaged at a flow velocity of 0.3 to 1 mm/s, with a frame rate of 400 to 800 fps and HR images were reconstructed with EF of 7(b,e,h) and 10(k,n,q) from the LR sequence with length of EF 2 . Conventional microscope images taken with 20x and 40x objectives are also shown for comparison. SROFM, just as any OFM imaging technique, achieves its highest sharpness at the floor of the microfluidic channel. In order to ensure minimum sample-to-sensor separation, we designed the microfluidic channels to be slightly larger than the average size of the target sample and removed the microlens and color filter layer on the sensor's active sensing layer. The resolution of the SROFM is assessed by imaging 500nm microspheres flowing with a 3.2ȝm-pixel sensor, where the centers of these microspheres can be resolved clearly with full width at half maximum of 0.80ȝm and 0.65ȝm for EF of 10 and 13, respectively (Fig. 3) . The resolution of 0.75ȝm (3 HR pixels) was obtained using EF of 13 and the resolution can be improved by using a smaller pixel sensor and/or higher EF.
To further expand SROFM's capabilities, we demonstrate multi-color imaging by using time-multiplexed RGB illumination. Fig. 4a depicts the color SROFM scheme. We use 3 light emitting diodes with wavelengths of 625nm, 525nm and 470nm, emitting periodically with the pulse width of 100ms for each color. Three HR images under each cycle of illumination can be reconstructed and then combined to form one HR color image. Fig. 4b -c shows color image of red blood cells infected with plasmodium berghei, a malaria parasite for rodents. The blood cells are stained in 2% Giemsa staining solution, which stains the plasmodium parasite in purple and the blood cell in light pink. Three different color images are balanced to render the background gray. Note that the dark spot in green image of fig. 4b is clearly larger than in red and blue images, agreeing with the fact that Giemsa staining absorbs green strongly compared to red and blue. These images reveal the different intensity of staining in blood cells, which suggests color SROFM's potential application as hand-held malaria diagnostic device.
In conclusion, we proposed and demonstrated a new on-chip optofluidic microscope that utilizes a multiframe pixel super-resolution algorithm to capture and reconstruct HR images of biological samples. The novel combination of a pixel super-resolution and optofluidic approach towards microscopy removes the need for bulky and expensive lenses, coherent illumination sources and precision microscanning mechanisms. In addition, we demonstrated full color imaging using sequential RGB illumination, showing the SROFM's potential as a massdistributed, portable microscope for field-diagnosis of malaria and other blood-borne and water-borne parasites. 
